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We have been LIED to !  Over and over and over, so much that many believe the lies.  It is a 

strategy of Hitler’s regime that, “If you tell a big enough lie and tell it often enough, it will be believed.”  This strategy was 

used to turn German sentiment against the Jews in WWII, and is being repeated here against those who support America and 

its Constitution and its strength and influence and self-sufficiency in the world.  This includes Donald Trump and all those who 

support his goals to “Make America Great Again”.  Biden recently called them “Semi-Fascists” and often we hear that they are 

“dangerous”, when, Nothing could be further from the truth !  However, if applied to Biden himself and those who support 

him and his agenda, based on the performance of this regime since January 2021, plus many things he has said, and 

particularly in the September 1st speech, those descriptions are fitting !  And, there are many more such lies. See ufp.neocities.org 

The “Big Lie”, really, is that the 2020 election was the “most secure in American history”.  The evidence proving that 

statement is wrong is overwhelming, the truth is that fraud occurred at very significant levels in many ways and in every state, 

certainly enough to have changed the outcome at the presidential level as well as many other offices.  And worse, it is 

Organized Crime, financed with billions of dollars from enemies of our country, and has been going on for many years (see 

FrankSpeech.com); stolen elections have put many of those who were previously and are currently in government into their 

positions, both Democrats And Republicans, they are criminals.  In many states they are now in Secretary of State, Attorney 

General and even Governor positions, able not only to control elections, but to obstruct any investigation into past election 

crimes and prevent any changes that could reduce or prevent future election fraud.  They are now in power and using all of it 

to stay in power regardless of legality or ethics, because they know that if they lose, the risk is of being prosecuted for their 

crimes and, the sentences for treason and crimes against humanity to which they well may be complicit are very serious. 

Globalist/Communists Have Taken Over America.  Sadly this is true.  From the highest levels, to local government, and in 

charge of non-governmental agencies as well, we now have criminals, aligned with Globalists and Communists in positions of 

authority who have been systematically destroying this country, as they have planned and written and spoken about (See A. 

Jones, “The Great Reset and the War for the World”).  Their plans are worldwide and they have already achieved strongholds 

in many other countries.  In this 117th Congressional session they have been able to outvote the minority of good Americans in 

government, who want, instead of destruction, to restore and preserve America, its border security, food supply and energy 

self-sufficiency, law and order, prosperity and freedom.  The result is the skyrocketing inflation, destruction of our military, 

crashing of our economy, plundering of our treasury, invasion of our borders by many millions of illegals with terrorists and 

drug cartels and violent criminals, bringing weapons and very deadly drugs, rapes and murders and sex trafficking, cutting off 

of our domestic oil and gas supplies, the huge increase in homelessness, breakdown of law and order with the political 

weaponization of the FBI and DOJ against not only President Trump but defining anyone who would dare to speak against 

them “Domestic Terrorists”, and the Nazi style breaking down the doors of unarmed law abiding citizens.  They are doing what 

the communists did in Cuba and Venezuela and many other countries, many of which had their elections stolen the same way, 

and have been destroyed.  You may know people who have arrived here from such countries and they will verify that what 

they see that the criminals in our government are now doing to our country is what happened there, some say they are 

“terrified” for the future here if this cannot be stopped !  Though all elected and appointed officials swear an Oath of Office to 

“support and defend the Constitution of the United States” and ”bear true faith and allegiance to the same”, violations of our 

Constitution and its protections are now occurring routinely and it is no longer a large reach to see that the full-fledged 

arrests, assassinations and executions of real or imagined political rivals by the millions, which as a rule has happened in all 

communist countries, could very well be happening here soon.  This is what is at risk Here And Now In This Country !  Though 

if you depend on the “mainstream media” you are not hearing about it.  That is why we have produced and given you this.  

Are we going to learn from history or allow horrific crimes against humanity that should never happen again to be repeated ? 

Donald Trump and MAGA.  Most everything you hear on our “mainstream media” on this subject is very negative, and geared 

to making their viewers, readers and listeners afraid of, angry at, or even hate Donald Trump and those who want to “Make 

America Great Again”.  They call them “far right extremists” and now “semi-fascists” but, the truth is the opposite.  The 

supremacy of, and adherence to the US Constitution is foremost in what these MAGA people say and what they support.  

From elementary/middle school civics (which was once an essential part of basic education but now does not seem to be 

taught in public schools), if there are “Left” and “Right”, then the US Constitution and Bill of Rights and foundational principles 

of freedom and justice that Donald Trump and these MAGA people embrace Are At The Very Center; these are things that all 

Americans should be in agreement with.  The other slogan of the MAGA group is “SAVE AMERICA”, this is what is needed now. 

Oh, Dear Heavenly Father, we pray for Your Salvation through Christ Jesus for everyone!  This world is Yours, as are we all.  Lord Jesus take Your place in our hearts and this world as our King! Amen 
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And, think about it, Donald Trump was our President for four years, we got to know him, did he ever do anything befitting 

such a label ?  Like a totalitarian tyrant ?  Like, weaponizing the FBI to attack and abuse his political adversaries even including 

the previous President ?  Like using executive orders, often blatantly disregarding our Constitution to do so, to implement 

destructive things that hurt the majority of the American people, which the people are clearly against such as closing down 

pipelines and US oil production ?  Stopping work on the border wall knowing that doing so weakened our country and cost us 

dearly in money, jobs and much more ?  Opening our borders and inviting all of the world, many millions now, regardless of 

disease or criminal or terrorist history, or how overwhelmed our country is by this, while ordering border patrol agents not to 

do their jobs ?  Setting up a “Department of Disinformation” ?  Shamefully withdrawing our forces from Afghanistan leaving 

many billions of dollars in state-of-the-art vehicles and weapons while leaving Americans and allies for Taliban monsters to 

torture and rape and kill ?  These are the Nazi-style doings of a totalitarian dictator !  And nothing that Donald Trump did 

qualifies as such !  In fact they have scrutinized and harassed Donald Trump for many years including illegally spying on him 

and in all of it they found nothing at all they could fairly charge him with, so they made things up !  Like all of the Russia 

collusion that has been proven to be lies and actual fabricated “evidence”.  No, this regime must go !  As most Americans 

agree, this country would be much better off if Donald Trump was still acting President, and so would the rest of the world. 

“Mainstream Media”.  In America it is owned by a small number of corporations and their influence is worldwide.  MSNBC, 

CNN, ABC, PBS, the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, FOX and a whole slew of others that people are in the habit of 

getting their news from are included in this, and until some point in the past many were fairly objective and trustworthy but 

that is no longer the case, they have been taken over.  And who is it that has taken them over ?  Those with Very Big Money, 

and in league with the CCP (the Communist Chinese Party), “Big Tech” and “Big Pharma”, who have also funded these 

democrat & uniparty RINO criminals into office with their Very Big Money.  (And, it is actually much worse, if you watch this 

video:   https://rumble.com/v1idt1p-monopoly-who-owns-the-world.html  you will understand the last sentence of this 

writing !).  If you study their news now you will see that they are well coordinated, and all are Saying The Same Thing, often 

Word For Word, in “lock step”.  They lie and accuse and are uniform in what they cover, and what they omit or deem as 

“misinformation”.  It has become, in the fullest sense of the word, “Propaganda”.  In the US, we do still have alternate 

conservative sources where there is real and true news, complete with documentation, such as RealAmericasVoice.com, 

FrankSpeech.com, Rumble, GETTR, and others such as InfoWars and Steve Bannon’s War Room, that this criminal regime is 

actively trying to shut down but, it seems that most Americans are still not aware of these sources and still believe the 

propaganda !  Most of us are just too busy working, with families, trying to provide and survive and worrying about paying our 

bills and besides, what can we do about it ?  Well, there are more of us than there are of them.  And, God is on our side ! 

So OK yes, but What Can We Do ?  Well, "All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good men do nothing."  And doing 

nothing is no longer an option; our freedoms, our constitutional rights, our prosperity, our country’s future and the future of 

our children are being stripped away by these criminals and we can no longer just watch it happen, it needs to be stopped !  

Before they can finish making our beloved country another Venezuela !  Which (see link below) just 10 years ago was a 

relatively prosperous country. The inflation and power and food shortages they have caused are propelling us down that road. 

The most important physical thing right now is to Vote on November 8th !  If you are not yet registered, get registered now !  

It’s easy, the link is below.  Voting in person and on voting day is best, but if there is any chance something could come up to 

cause you to miss it then just vote early.  Whether you believe the 2020 election was stolen or not, it is indisputable that 

investigations of the past two years found a multitude of serious issues everywhere that need to be fixed.  And, right now we 

need to make sure that This election is not stolen.  Or, somehow prevented.  And we can; though most of the voting reforms 

needed to make elections as un-cheatable as possible have not yet been made, if Good People Get Out In Masse and VOTE for 

the Good people, who are anti-globalists / anti-communists and who know what is going on and, as a rule, this means voting 

for Republicans (sorry but the slew of horrible America-destroying bills this session that ALL of the Democrats voted for makes 

ALL Democrats responsible for this catastrophe and they all just need to be voted out and against !).  CALL TO ACTION: To 

Save our Freedom, America Desperately Needs Your Help; ALL of us voting November 8th can overwhelm their ability to cheat.   

And, the utmost important thing to do is Pray !  This is far beyond us alone !  See the Lord’s Prayer, and II Chronicles 7:14… 

A few links:  https://globaleconomicwarfare.com/2022/08/according-to-plan/    Venezuela: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2n7mK3dYOLw     VOTING: https://www.usa.gov/election-office 

https://www.iheart.com/podcast/867-war-room-impeachment-52276954/episode/episode-2117-alex-jones-the-great-101498399    [You may think all of this is unduly alarmist, it’s OK.  Vote Anyway !  If this is 

https://needtoknow.news/2020/03/rockefeller-foundation-paper-published-in-2010-predicted-how-a-pandemic-can-be-used-as-an-excuse-to-establish-global-authoritarian-power        wrong, there’s  

https://dailycaller.com/2021/06/10/anti-trump-corporate-media-lafayette-square-mlk-bust-wiretapped-nice-people-white-supremacy-fake-news nothing to lose, but, you may be helping to Save The World!] 

https://www.worldtribune.com/who-is-klaus-schwab-the-great-reset-is-no-conspiracy-theory/     (&There are Lots More, available by request)     Comments ? Questions ?    publicity4321@gmail.com 
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